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1. READ ME FIRST

******** WARNING ********
THE ASSEMBLY DESCRIBED IN THIS GUIDE
HAS NOT BEEN CERTIFIED BY THE FDA, NIOSH,
OR ANY OTHER STANDARDS BODY.

DO NOT USE THIS IN LIEU OF CERTIFIED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT.

The fast-moving CoVID-19 pandemic is stressing supply chains even for some of the best
prepared medical facilities. Due to this, states and local institutions have taken it upon
themselves to address supply shocks, particularly in mobilizing locally available materials
and resources to fabricate urgently needed personal protective equipment (PPE). Many
of these initiatives are leaning on advances in additive manufacturing capabilities such as
3D printing.

The PABR design and accompanying information, including this guide, are intended to
assist in such endeavors. We would like to share designs and details on a quick, simple,
and low-cost adaptation of half-mask respirators.
NOTE: THE PABR IS NOT INTENDED TO REPLACE STANDARD CERTIFIED PPE.

While some preliminary testing has been conducted, the use of the PABR assembly has
not been fully tested. THE PABR HAS NOT BEEN CERTIFIED BY THE FDA, NIOSH,
OR ANY OTHER STANDARDS BODY. Further, since 3D printers and print material
vary in properties and capabilities, you should fully test the PABR once it is assembled
to account for any variances that your manufacturing environment may have introduced.

CerFlux, Inc., the University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB), Dr. Albert T. Pierce, Dr.
Nitin Arora, Dr. Karim I. Budhwani, or anyone associated with them, ASSUME NO
LIABILITY AND MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS, WARRANTIES, OR
GUARANTEES regarding the safety, efficacy, or appropriate use of this assembly.

Use of this information for any purpose is at your own risk.
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2. NOTES ABOUT 3D PRINTING

2.1. TECHNOLOGY
Stereolithography (SLA) 3D printing with resin is generally preferred for printing parts that block
microparticulates. However, fused deposition modeling (FDM) 3D printers are more ubiquitous.
Regardless of which printer and print material is used, it is IMPORTANT to fully test 3D printed
parts before use.
The rest of this document is focused on using the more generally available FDM 3D printers.

2.2. PRINTING MATERIAL
Polylactic Acid (PLA) is among the most commonly used filament material with FDM 3D printers.
Further, the Montana Mask team (https://www.makethemasks.com/3d-printing) has reported
results from various preliminary tests (https://www.makethemasks.com/mask-test-results) for this
material.
Thus, the rest of this document is focused on printing PABR parts using PLA on FDM 3D printers.

Use of this information for any purpose is at your own risk.
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3. NOTES ABOUT PRELIMINARY TESTING

3.1. VACUUM TEST
In order to ensure the new assembly was air tight, we tested it by placing a vacuum chamber over
each side and applied a supramaximal vacuum. The sealing properties were tested from inside
the PABR as well as outside. The vacuum was provided by a Powerbuilt hand held vacuum pump
model 648744.

A 0.52 bar vacuum1 was applied to each side of the apparatus. This vacuum readily held for more
than 2 minutes on each side. This test was repeated more than three times on each side.

1

This is more than 5 times the maximal Negative Inspiratory Force (NIF) of 100 cm H20 (0.1 bar).

Use of this information for any purpose is at your own risk.
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3.2. CONTROLLED NEGATIVE PRESSURE (CNP) QUANTITATIVE FIT TEST
The CNP quantitative fit test, based on generating and then maintaining a constant negative
pressure in the respirator, provides an alternative to aerosol fit test methods. The CNP fit test
measures leak rates through the facepiece as a method for determining the facepiece fit for
negative pressure respirators. Minimum passing fit factors are set to very conservative values
by default in CNP testing. For half mask respirators OSHA has determined that the fit factor
must be a minimum of 100 which approximately correspond to 1,000 for Ambient Aerosol (AA)
or Nuclei Counting (NC) technologies. The Quantifit CNP test equipment and software that we
used for all our testing required that Fit Factor for each test step exceeded the minimum passing
fit factor as determined by OSHA. For full face mask respirators OSHA has determined that the
fit factor must be a minimum of 500 which approximately correspond to 5,000 for AA or NC
technologies. Studies show that CNP Fit Factors are at least ten times less than those obtained
using AA or NC technology.

We tested our PABRs (N=26; Male=12; Female=14) and also the Stanford “Pneumask” full face
snorkel mask PPE (N=46; Male=21; Female=25) using CNP. Both designs passed the tests
with results comparable to NIOSH certified respirators.

Use of this information for any purpose is at your own risk.
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While both designs passed the tests, we noted that PABRs outperformed full face counterparts
in terms of fit factors relative to OSHA determined minimum fit factors for that class. Welch’s ttest (t(27.74)=6.8239, p=1.078e-07) was used to test for a statistically significant one-sided
difference in fit ratios.

Use of this information for any purpose is at your own risk.
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3.3. QUALITATIVE FIT TEST
For respirators that just cover the nose and mouth, or half-mask respirators, qualitative fit testing
can be used. To detect leakage into the respirator face piece, qualitative fit tests use the person’s
sense of taste or smell, or reaction to an irritant. This is a pass/fail method that relies on whether
or not a leak of the test substance is detected while wearing the face piece. Qualitative fit test was
performed in accordance with OSHA standards for hospital employees using the bitter test agent.
Two separate subjects were tested using our PABRs with N100 in-line filters. The PABRs passed
both tests.

Use of this information for any purpose is at your own risk.
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4. MATERIALS

4.1. COMPONENTS
The Pierce-Arora-Budhwani Respirator (PABR) can be assembled using the following 5
components:
1. Respirator: Commercially available half-mask respirator such as 3M 07193
2. Bushing: Commercially available breathing bag such as Smiths Medical 670002
3. Filter: Commercially available inline ventilator filter
4. 3D printed PABR-3D-Cap (Bayonet or Clamp)
5. 3D printed PABR-3D-Flow (Bayonet or Clamp)

4.2. SUPPLIES
In addition to requisite 3D printing materials and supplies, the following items will be needed to
assemble and use a PABR:
1. Enamel to seal 3D printed components, particularly parts fabricated on fused deposition
modeling (FDM) printers. Test results reported with PABR where 3D printed parts were
sealed with Rust-Oleum Crystal Clear Enamel2.
2. Optional Teflon plumber’s tape to provide further secure seal between 3D printed parts
and other components. Test results reported with PABR where 3D printed parts were
simply snapped on without any plumber’s tape.
3. Optional Epoxy resin to bind
a. PABR-3D-Cap and PABR-3D-Flow to the Respirator and
b. PABR-3D-Flow to Bushing.
Test results reported with PABR where 3D printed parts were simply snapped on without
any epoxy resin binding.

2

https://www.homedepot.com/p/Rust-Oleum-Stops-Rust-12-oz-Protective-Enamel-Gloss-Crystal-ClearSpray-Paint-7701830/100176222

Use of this information for any purpose is at your own risk.
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5. ASSEMBLY

5.1. PREPARE THE HALF-MASK RESPIRATOR
Start with any compatible half-mask respirator. The assembly in this guide, and associated design
files, was made specifically for the 3M® 07193 (https://www.3m.com/3M/en_US/company-us/all3m-products/~/3M-Half-Facepiece-Disposable-Respirator-Assembly-53P71-Organic-Vapor-P95Respiratory-Protection-Large-12-EA-Case/).
1. Remove used cartridges from the respirator

2. Save the gaskets from cartridges to use with PABR-3D-Cap and PABR-3D-Flow.
3. That’s it!

Use of this information for any purpose is at your own risk.
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5.2. PREPARE THE BREATHING BAG BUSHING
Start with any compatible breathing bag (22mm bushing diameter). The assembly in this guide,
and associated design files, was made specifically using reinforced bushings from Smiths Medical
670002 breathing bags.
Note: Comparable 22mm reinforced bushings can be procured directly. Here we assume that
such procurement is not an option and demonstrate how one can be extracted and used from
readily available breathing bags.

1. Peel the tape around the neck of the bag to reveal the bushing

Use of this information for any purpose is at your own risk.
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2. Remove the bushing as shown below

3. Cut and discard the lower half as shown below

4. That’s it!

Use of this information for any purpose is at your own risk.
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5.3. PREPARE THE 3D PRINTED PABR-3D-CAP (CLAMP OR BAYONET)
This is the first of two parts that will need to be 3D printed. Two different connector styles are
included: clamp (C) and bayonet (B). Here are some key features of the design for this part:
•

This part is designed to seal off one side of the respirator mask.

•

PABR-3D-Cap can be printed without support structures if printed upside-down.

•

On dual head 3D printers, use a thin PVA raft for build adhesion and easy extraction.

1. If using half-mask respirators other than 3M® 07193, ensure that PABR-3D-Cap design
matches specifications of your respirators. If not, make modifications to supplied designs
to ensure fit. Design files have been provided in Autodesk® Fusion 360 and STEP formats.
Both Clamp (left) and Bayonet (right) renderings are shown below.

2. Ultimaker Cura projects (UMS5_PABR-CapB-10.3mf and UMS5_PABR-CapC-10.3mf)
have been provided with 3D print settings. Other printers and print software may require
some tuning. In particular, note:
o

Material Flow changed from 100% to 105% and Wall Line Count from 3 to 4.

o

On a standard 0.4mm core, the Line Width (under Quality) defaults to 0.35mm.
Change it to 0.49mm for improved prints which are also surprisingly better quality.

Use of this information for any purpose is at your own risk.
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3. It takes about 69g (8.84 m) of PLA filament (excluding PVA for raft) and just over seven
(7) hours to print ten (10) PABR-3D-CapC. If printing at this volume, each unit takes:
o

about 42 mins to print and

o

6.9g of PLA

o

Amounting to approximately $0.69 in PLA filament cost.

With a raft, the print time increases by about 10 minutes per PABR-3D-CapC and PVA
consumption is about 1.5g (about $.15 in PVA filament cost).

4. After printing, each PABR-3D-Cap can be optionally sanded with 200+ sandpaper.
5. For better seal, apply an even enamel coat on PABR-3D-Cap particularly on the underside
of the part. This should result in a smooth glassy finish.
6. Note: Dimensions of PABR-3D-CapC (Clamp) are also an accidental perfect fit for certain
sink drains. Yes, we have had this happen to us. No, we would not recommend it.

Use of this information for any purpose is at your own risk.
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5.4. PREPARE THE 3D PRINTED PABR-3D-FLOW (CLAMP OR BAYONET)
This is the second of two 3D printed parts. Two different connector styles are included: clamp (C)
and bayonet (B). Some key features about the design of this part:
•

This part is designed to modify the interface of the other side of the respirator mask.

•

In the current design, the PABR-3D-Flow requires support structures.

•

Due to the Gyroid support pattern, a PVA is not needed for PABR-3D-Flow.

1. If using half-mask respirators other than 3M® 07193, ensure that PABR-3D-Flow design
matches respirator specifications. If not, make modifications to supplied designs to ensure
fit. Design files have been provided in Autodesk® Fusion 360 and STEP formats. Both
Clamp (left) and Bayonet (right) renderings are shown below.

2. Ultimaker Cura projects (UMS5_PABR-FlowB-10.3mf and UMS5_PABR-FlowC-10.3mf)
have been provided with 3D print settings. In particular, note:
o

Material Flow changed from 100% to 105% and Wall Line Count from 3 to 4.

o

On a standard 0.4mm core, the Line Width (under Quality) defaults to 0.35mm.
Change it to 0.49mm for improved prints which are also surprisingly better quality.

o

Set Support Pattern to Gyroid, 5% Density, and only where Touching Build Plate.

Use of this information for any purpose is at your own risk.
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3. It takes about 88g (11.28 m) of PLA filament and just over nine (9) hours to print ten (10)
PABR-3D-FlowC (Clamp). At this volume, each unit takes:
o

about 55 mins to print and

o

8.8g of PLA

o

Amounting to approximately $0.88 in PLA filament cost.

4. After printing, each PABR-3D-Flow can be optionally sanded with 200+ sandpaper.
5. For better seal, apply an even enamel coat on PABR-3D-Flow particularly on the
underside of the part. This should result in a smooth glassy finish.

Use of this information for any purpose is at your own risk.
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5.5. BIND THE PABR-3D-FLOW TO THE BUSHING
There are two key reasons for binding PABR-3D-Flow with the Bushing:
•

The Bushing sleeve around the nozzle of the PABR-3D-Flow extends the leak-free grip of
the Bushing to the 3D printed PABR-3D-Flow.

•

The other end of the bushing, by design, provides a leak-free fit to inline filters.

1. Optional: Evenly apply epoxy resin to the outer diameter of the PABR-3D-Flow nozzle.

2. Insert the PABR-3D-Flow nozzle into the Bushing so that the base of the Bushing is in
conformal contact with the top of the PABR-3D-Flow as shown

3. If using epoxy resin, allow the epoxy resin to dry

Use of this information for any purpose is at your own risk.
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5.6. ATTACH PABR-3D-CAP TO RESPIRATOR
Pictured instructions in this section are for PABR-3D-CapC (Clamp). Bayonet connectors (PABR3D-CapB) follow similar steps albeit with gaskets secured to respirator and PABR-3D-CapB being
twisted on instead of snapped in.
1. Place gasket (recovered from Section 5.1) around PABR-3D-Cap clamps as shown

2. Snap the PABR-3D-Cap into the cartridge interface as shown

Use of this information for any purpose is at your own risk.
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5.7. ATTACH PABR-3D-FLOW TO RESPIRATOR
Pictured instructions in this section are for PABR-3D-FlowC (Clamp). Bayonet connectors (PABR3D-FlowB) follow similar steps albeit with the gasket secured to the respirator and the PABR-3DFlowB being twisted on instead of snapped in.
1. Place gasket (recovered from Section 5.1) around PABR-3D-Flow clamps as shown

2. Snap the PABR-3D-Flow into the cartridge interface on the other side as shown

Use of this information for any purpose is at your own risk.
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5.8. INSERTING AND REPLACING N100 INLINE FILTERS
1. Insert commonly available inline N100 filter into PABR-3D-Flow as shown

2. Test filter for snug and leak-free fit
3. When done, remove and discard filter. Disinfect PABR and place in sterile storage.

4. Insert new N100 filter before next use

Use of this information for any purpose is at your own risk.
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Additional information
1. Editable design files for PABR components in Autodesk® Fusion 360 format
a. PABR-CapB-0415.f3d
b. PABR-FlowB-0415.f3d
c. PABR-CapC-0415.f3d
d. PABR-FlowC-0415.f3d
2. Design files in STL and Step format for cross-platform compatibility
a. PABR-CapB-0415.step
b. PABR-CapB-0415.stl
c. PABR-FlowB-0415.step
d. PABR-FlowB-0415.stl
e. PABR-CapC-0415.step
f. PABR-CapC-0415.stl
g. PABR-FlowC-0415.step
h. PABR-FlowC-0415.stl
3. Ultimaker 3mf files with 3D models and print settings
a. UMS5_PABR-CapB-10-049.3mf
b. UMS5_PABR-FlowB-10-049.3mf
c. UMS5_PABR-CapC-10-049.3mf
d. UMS5_PABR-FlowC-10-049.3mf

Use of this information for any purpose is at your own risk.
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